
Authors’ Response to Short Comment

Commenter 1: I am excited to see this work come out and I am very much looking forward to
seeing the paper published. Below, I am noting a few questions and comments that arose during my
read through and I hope that some of these might be helpful in the revision process.

Authors: Aaron, thanks so much for taking the time to read the manuscript so thoroughly
and offer some very helpful comments.

Commenter 1: In summary, there are three major points that I thought could be clarified (and
that I address in more detail in the line comments below).

First, the treatment of sediment in the model is only mentioned relatively briefly at the very end
of the discussion section. In order to better appreciate the modeling result, I suggest that it may
be helpful to lay out the role of sediment in the model (and in particular how it “becomes” bedrock
when deposited) early in the section about the numerical implementation.

Authors: A section of text that more clearly describes the treatment of sediment in the lateral
erosion component was added at the end of the “numerical implementation” section (P9L9-14).

Commenter 1: Second, as marked below, I suggest to introduce the concept of channel mobility
earlier and maybe comment on the difference between mobility within loose sediment (which, in my
limited knowledge, much of the literature that uses the term channel mobility; is concerned with),
and the mobility linked to movement within a pure bedrock landscape as it is defined in this paper.
This distinction may also clarify the discussion about the importance of channel mobility on p 17.
I comment more extensively on this below

Authors: We added text to clarify the distinction between channel mobility in alluvial litera-
ture and the use of the term in this paper (P10L31-P11L2) and included this introduction at the
beginning of the section on channel mobility. See below for more details on changes made to the
paper regarding channel mobility.

Commenter 1: Third, I would suggest a more extensive discussion of the implications of using
the stream power model without a treatment of sediment tools and cover. The lack of the cover effect
is mentioned in a sentence on P 19 L11 but in the list of limitation that follows and in the following
discussion I did not find a clear mention about the possible limitations that the absence of tools may
introduce. An appreciation of the implications of the stream-power model are particularly important
before model results are compared with other studies such as those by Hartshorn et al., 2001 and
Fuller et al., 2016. The effects of tools and cover seem an integral part of the interpretations of
the observations that were made by these cited studies (and in other studies such as Hancock and
Anderson 2002 etc.).

Therefore, without a discussion about the role of tools and cover, the link between the present
stream power model and other studies (that is made early in the manuscript) appears problematic.
Moreover, tools and cover may affect lateral and vertical erosion in different ways. For example,
an increase of lateral erosion rates because of a change in the amount of sediment that is deflected
toward a channel wall (Fuller et al., 2016), may or may not be accompanied by changes in vertical
erosion rates.

Therefore, the response of the system to a change in water or sediment flux may be more complex
than predicted by the model. In short, I can imagine that a more expansive discussion of this limit
may be useful. In particular, these complications should probably be mentioned before the model is
compared to results from other studies.

Authors: A section of text that acknowledges the limitations of the stream power model and
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explains why we chose to use the stream power model is added to the end of the “vertical erosion
theory” section of the manuscript (P6L15-22). A section of text that discusses the possible effects
of using a tools and cover model and how a different incision model would affect model results is
added to the discussion (P20L28-P21L4).

Commenter 1: P.2 L.7 Nitpicky comment: it may or may not be worth noting that cessation
of incision and cutting of straths has also been observed in harder lithologies such as quartzites or
granites These straths are narrow and they dont contradict the statement that sizes of strath terraces
and rates of strath cutting seem strongly linked to bedrock strengths, but the way the sentence is
phrased now, it could be understood that straths never form in stronger lithologies:

Authors: Added sentence to clarify straths also occur in hard lithologies.

Commenter 1: Somewhere in the setup and introduction (for example somewhere in the para-
graph starting P.2 L.11), it might be worth mentioning published models that consider the control
of valley wall-height on widening rates e.g.: Malatesta 2016

Authors:Added text in the introduction to include Malatesta et al. and brief discussion of
bank height.

Commenter 1: P.5 L.7. Setting W=kwQ1/2 may be common knowledge but I wonder if it is
worth citing the original works that this scaling is based on.

Authors: Leopold and Maddock (1953) cited here.

Commenter 1: P.5 L.16. I like the idea of looking at the centripetal force. I was wondering
at this stage what happens to straight segments of rivers. The way straight segments are treated
is layed out later: They are treated as having a range of radii of curvature. However, there is
also evidence for erosion in perfectly straight channels (e.g. Fuller et al., 2016). Maybe a quick
note of the limits and possible alternatives of this model formulation could be made here or in the
discussion? At the latest, this should probably be mentioned when the model results are compared
to results from Fuller et al., 2016.

Authors: Text added in discussion on lateral erosion in straight channels: P22L1-5

Commenter 1: P.6 L. 12 It was a little unclear to me what the word “which” refers to here
either equation 12 or the variable Kl.

Authors: changed to read : “Kl is a dimensional erosion coefficient for lateral erosion composed
of known or measurable quantities...”

Commenter 1: P.6 L. 16 As far as I understand, the result that Kl/Kv scales with Q1/2 or
R1/2 is derived within the framework of stream power models. I feel that the link to the field studies
is a little misleading in this context. The changes in the ratio of lateral to vertical erosion rates
between high and low flows measured in the Liwu river (Hartshorn et al., 2001) have been interpreted
to be due to changes in the distribution of sediment in the flow (interpretation by Hartshorn et al.,
2001) or to variable shielding of the bed (Turowski et al., 2008, ESPL). Because the importance
of tools and cover for lateral and vertical erosion are not considered in the stream power model
presented here, whereas the end result may be similar between model and field study (high discharge
= high lateral erosion), the processes are likely different. Therefore, a comparison between field
study and model without a more extensive discussion might be misunderstood. In turn, the increased
sinuosity with storminess found by Stark et al., 2010 was interpreted by the authors as an expression
of the importance for hillslope mass wasting in controlling lateral erosion. This interpretation may
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or may not be true, but it again, complicates the link of the model to this field examples. Later
(P18 L10), there is a similar issue with the comparison of the model to the study by Fuller et al.,
2016. see comment further down.

Generally, I think it is valuable to discuss whether the model behavior is observed in nature but
I think it necessitates a more detailed discussion of the limits of the stream power model before the
comparison can be made.

Authors: Removed references to field studies here, and added them to the discussion section.
Added text on the motivation for using the stream power model for vertical incision and the
potential impact of using a tools and cover model to discussion section.

Commenter 1: P.7 L.15 I wonder, if, before detailing the way lateral and vertical erosion is
calculated, it would be worth detailing one entire timestep and the order in which equations are
solved. In particular, at this point of the manuscript, I was unsure how streams migrate. As far as
I understand, at the beginning of a timestep, flow is routed across a topography via a D8 algorithm,
then the lateral and vertical erosion is calculated, the topography updated and the flow rerouted
through the landscape. Could this maybe be briefly laid out step by step? Or as a flow chart figure?
Even more importantly, at this point in the manuscript (and up to the very last paragraph of the
discussion) it was unclear to me how sediment was treated. This is important to appreciate many
of the features of the model (channel migration and channel mobility in particular) Questions that
would be good to clarify are: Is deposited material added to the topography of a cell? What happens
to a cell that is partly sediment and partly bedrock? Is the difference in erodibility considered or
does deposited sediment “become” bedrock? Detailing the treatment of sediment could probably be
intertwined with the walkthrough of one model timestep.

Authors: A section detailing the treatment of sediment was added to the “numerical imple-
mentation” section (P9L9-14). We have made a flow chart detailing the steps taken in one model
time step and included this in the supplementary material section.

Commenter 1: Section 3.1: I was a little confused by the (as I understood it) differentiation
between resistant lithologies for which the slumped material has to be eroded (therefore bank height
is important) and weak lithologies for which all material is swept away after a slump happens
(therefore bank erosion is not important). The way it is described in the text is that the material
is “transported away”. This formulation seems ambiguous to me. Is the material added to the
sediment flux Qs or does the material “vanish” in the model. I believe the latter is meant. If the
material “vanishes”, I was wondering where such a model would be applicable in nature. I had
thought that even for loose, nonresistant sediment, there should be a bank height control and that
transport capacity is important. As in aside, the importance of wall height, even in loose sediment
seems to be implied by the later mentioned study by Bufe et al., 2016. Here, we demonstrated that
in loose sediment, the width of valleys across an uplift is a function of the uplift rate (controlling the
growth of valley walls) and the channel mobility (controlling the frequency at which a river revisits
a given point in the valley). The area of valley that is cut across a fold reaches some equilibrium
value that can be maintained and that is flanked by steep, high walls. One interpretation of this
finding is that the equilibrium valley area that is actively “maintained” by the river is limited by the
bank heights that the stream has to rework as it moves across the valley. For example, when a river
moves from point x to point y and back to x, the bank height that has grown at point x during the
time the river traveled across the valley depends on the channel mobility. The slower the migration
rate of the river, the higher the walls that it encounters at x once the river returns. The observed
equilibrium valley area therefore seems to imply that the wall-height and the capacity of the river to
transport the material of the walls is important even in loose sediment.
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Authors: Changed wording in this section to clarify that in the undercutting-slump model,
slumped material is transported away as wash load and not considered in Qs calculations, but we
wouldnt say that it vanishes from the model, just becomes unimportant in this end member model
formulation (P9L23-24). We changed text in this section to emphasize the end member models as
representing valley widening as a function of wall height and moved links to natural processes to the
discussion section. The background section has been expanded to include the work of Malatesta et
al. 2016, who found that bank height affects the way alluvial streams erode vertically and laterally.
Again, the focus here is to begin to probe how lateral erosion occurs in bedrock channels.

Following the enormous flooding on the Colorado Front Range in September 2013, we observed
locations along the creek had stripped the vegetation and sediments from the base of the hill-
side/terrace, undercut the shale bedrock bank, and the bank slumped into the creek. Because
the flood stage was so high and the shale erodes as small, flakey pieces, the slumped material was
more or less immediately transported away. So the undercutting-slump model, a model formulation
that describes end member behavior, is applicable in a location with an under-capacity stream and
lithology that breaks down into a transportable size. We have included an example from Johnson
and Finnegan (2015, GSAB) in the discussion section; they document a similar effect of shear
stress-driven lateral erosion in weak mudstone.

Commenter 1: Section 4.1.1: It may be clearer to introduce the concept of channel mobility
and the way it is defined in this study either earlier in the paper or at the beginning of this section. At
the moment, the channel mobility is defined at the beginning of the second paragraph of the section.
As far as I know, the term channel mobility has mostly been used in the framework of alluvial
rivers. I am guessing that the processes that limit the mobility of channels in loose sediment and
in cohesive bedrock are partly different. Therefore, it would be helpful to clearly make a link here
to the treatment of deposition of sediment in the model and to emphasize that in this model, any
lateral movement involves bedrock erosion.

Authors: Added text to clarify the distinction between channel mobility in alluvial literature
and the use of the term in this paper. (P10L31-P11L2)

Commenter 1: P.9 L.15 Because the treatment of deposition was not clear to me, at this
point, I found it hard to wrap my head around how alpha affects channel mobility. Is it purely
the effect of sediment deposition creating topography and therefore causing channel to switch more
frequently? Or does sediment deposition also create an alluvial surface across which channel can
migrate rapidly? After reading the end of the manuscript it became clearer that sediment, when
deposited, “becomes” bedrock. Therefore, I am guessing the reason that increased sediment flux
creates more mobile channels is only because sediment deposition creates “topography” that moves
channels? I could imagine, that such questions could be avoided if the treatment of sediment is
explained earlier.

Authors: Yes, you are correct. A clearer explanation of how sediment is handled is now
discussed earlier in the paper at the end of the “numerical implementation” section (P9L9-14).

Commenter 1: P.11 L.18. The expression “The [...] models take [...] 10 ky to respond to
lateral erosion” was a little unclear to me. What constitute a “response to lateral erosion”? Is it the
time lag between the onset of the lateral erosion after the spin-up and the corresponding appearance
of a signature in the topography? In which case, is there some characteristic that was used to define
when the topography was thought to show a response? I am sorry if I misunderstood this...

Authors: This section rewritten to make clearer: “it is not surprising that the total block
models take longer to respond to the onset of lateral erosion and valleys are more narrow than
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in the undercutting-slump models. The total block erosion models take on the order of 10 ky to
produce an observable response to lateral erosion and ultimately produce bedrock valleys that are
up to 25 meters wide, while the undercutting-slump models take about 5 ky show a response to
lateral erosion and ultimately produce valleys that are up to 50 m wide.”

Commenter 1: P. 12 L. 20-21 Typos in this section “runs are easily”, “processes due to their
low relief”, “has recently been shaped”

Authors:Typos fixed

Commenter 1: P. 12 L. 20-21: Again, I am sorry if I am misunderstanding but I would be
interested in some expansion of the thoughts behind why the widest valleys occur in models with low
channel mobility. I am unsure what is meant by “hillslope processes” in this context. I dont think
any hillslope processes have been introduced in the model or in the introduction and theory sections
of the paper. This word makes me think of landslides, hillslope creep or gullying none of these
processes are in the model I believe and I am not sure I understand what is meant here.

Authors: You are correct, “hillslope processes” is removed and meaning is clarified. Explana-
tion of why the widest valleys occur in models with lower channel mobility is explained lower in
the same paragraph.

Commenter 1: P. 13 L. 20-22: The sequence of incision followed by lateral erosion in the
TB models versus simultaneous incision and lateral erosion in the UC models would be nice to see
in a figure. It is not clear from Fig. 6. In Figure 8, one panel is missing for the TB and the
UC models respectively (the panel for 120 ky, just before lateral erosion starts in the TB model)
to appreciate that sequence. Maybe it is possible to add one more panel and to refer to Fig. 8 at
this point already? The same added panels would be nice to have at the end of this section (P. 14
L.12-19).

Authors: Figures revised to show differences in sequence of lateral erosion in two model for-
mulations.

Commenter 1: P14 L24-26: I did not understand the explanation for why there is no lag
time. Is the argument: 1) Lateral erosion rate is increased more than incision rate and 2) the bank
height is not important in the UC models -¿ Therefore any increase in lateral erosion rate translates
directly into a widening rate?

Authors: The argument is the first suggestion. The text was rewritten to make this clear.

Commenter 1: P14 L24-26 typo: “two times” or “two time steps”?
Authors: Text changed to read “two times”.

Commenter 1: P.16 L. 12. I might be missing something obvious, in which case ignore the
comment, but I am unsure of how to distinguish valley width formed via valley infilling or via lateral
erosion from the curves of Fig. 11c: : :

Authors: Interpretation of figure clarified.

Commenter 1: P17 L19-26 I am glad to see a discussion about channel mobility and I was
thinking about whether this discussion could benefit from a few clarifications and some restructuring.
Therefore, I briefly come back to the definition of channel mobility that I mentioned above. The
cited studies (Wickert et al., 2013 and Bufe et al., 2016) define channel mobility in the context
of the fluvial reworking of an aggrading (or steady) alluvial surface. In my mind, this “alluvial
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channel mobility” is not exactly equivalent to the rate at which actively uplifting valley walls are
eroded and therefore to the definition of channel mobility in this study.

I totally agree that one can define a channel mobility in the context of the cumulative migration
metric that was used in this paper. Such a metric can be calculated and defined independently of any
regard for whether rivers are migrating across a valley, across an alluvial fan, or whether rivers are
eroding valley walls. However, I am unsure that there is an a-priori reason to directly, and without
further explanation, use the same terminology for migration rate of alluvial channels within an
alluvial valley and the lateral erosion rate of valley walls, and therefore valley width. There are
of course reasons to make the link between channel mobility and valley wall erosion. Hancock and
Anderson 2002 hypothesized the importance of the frequency of the contacts between the river and
valley walls. Malatesta et al, 2016, and this study, demonstrate a potential importance of valley
wall height. As mentioned above, if wall height is important, then channel migration rates across
the active valley and the uplift rate should control valley width. This was demonstrated by Bufe et
al., 2016 at least for loosely consolidated valley walls. In short, there seem to be links between the
“classic, alluvial” channel mobility and the lateral erosion of valley walls but I think the link merits
expanding upon before the term “channel mobility” is interchangeably in both contexts.

Authors: We have clarified what we mean regarding channel mobility in our model. The
commenter defines channel mobility in this model as “rate of erosion for actively uplifting valley
walls”, which is correct if you define valley walls as nodes immediately to next to the channel. We
would say that channel mobility here is the rate of near-channel node erosion (which always occurs
in bedrock here). The position of channel does not have to be next to what we define as the valley
walls, the high slope nodes to either side of the channel/flat valley bottom. We think using the
term channel mobility is justified, as it describes exactly what occurs in the model as well as in
nature to describe bedrock valley widening. We do take your suggestion and note the differences
between alluvial channel mobility and lateral channel mobility in bedrock valleys.

Commenter 1: Section 5.2: Maybe here, the comparison with Hartshorn et al., 2001 and Stark
et al., 2010 can be made. However, the limits of not considering tools and cover in the models might
have to be discussed in more detail before that.

Authors: Discussion of Hartshorn et al. 2002 and Stark et al. 2010 has been moved here
(P20L23-27).

Commenter 1: P.18 L.11. This paragraph discusses the model setup that links lateral erosion
to channel curvature. I think it is worth noting in this context that Fuller et al., 2016 documented
lateral erosion in a straight channel. As noted by the authors, the deflection of sediment (tools)
toward the walls seemed to control lateral erosion in these experiments, thereby documenting the
importance of tools. Because the model (and this paragraph in the paper) discusses the importance
of channel curvature and because the significance of the absence of tools in the model has not been
discussed, maybe the comparison with the Fuller et al., 2016 study can be moved and/or expanded
upon?

Authors: A significant amount of text was added here discussing Fuller et al. (2016) and the
potential effects of implementing a tools and cover model for vertical incision (P20L28-P21L4).

Commenter 1: P18 L 14 Typo: “has come into equilibrium”?
Authors: Typo fixed.

Commenter 1: P18 L23. Maybe worth discussing - Anton, L., A. E. Mather, M. Stokes,
A. Munoz- Martin, and G. De Vicente (2015), Exceptional river gorge formation from unexcep-
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tional floods, Nature Communications, 6. This study documents knickpoint retreat and subsequent
widening (maybe comparable to the TB models?) in hard bedrock.

Authors: Thank you for the suggestion, this paper is briefly discussed.

Commenter 1: P18 L 33 Typo: “stream power to carry”?
Authors: Typo fixed

Commenter 1: P19 L1-2 As mentioned before, it would be worth to discuss the treatment of
sediment in more detail, and earlier in my opinion.

Authors: Sediment discussed in more detail earlier in manuscript and expanded discussion of
tools and cover model in the discussion.

Commenter 1: Figs. 2-3: It might help to spell out the abbreviations UC, TB, and spin in
the figure legend. There should be enough space. If not, it would be useful to have the definitions
in the caption. It could also be helpful to add the other variable (K or alpha) to the boxes on top of
the figures. For example high K, moderate alpha, high alpha, moderate K etc.

Authors: Definitions for UC, TB, and spin models now included in figure caption. Text added
to figure 2 for improved clarity.

Commenter 1: Figure 4: The term “spinup model” could be used in panel a to more easily
relate these models to the previous figure. Also, I would tend to try not having text and grid overlap.
Finally, the axis labels for x and y axes may be useful

Authors: Text on figure changed and labels for x and y axes added for improved clarity.

Commenter 1: Fig. 5; the c-axis (slope legend) needs a label and maybe x and y axes could
use labels, even though it is fairly obvious what they are

Authors: Slope legend and labels for x and y axes added for improved clarity.

Commenter 1: Fig. 6. The last sentence in the caption reads as if there was only waterflux
from 100- 150 ky I am guessing “increased drainage area” or “increased waterflux” is meant?

Authors: Text in caption changed to improve clarity.

Commenter 1: Fig. 9: Maybe you can add the type of model to the title of panels a and b as
well as give the actual number of K instead (or in addition to) low and medium K.

Authors: Text on figure changed for improved clarity.

Commenter 1: Fig. 11: Should the y axis label not be “difference in valley width”?
Authors: Y axis label fixed.
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